40’ PULPWOOD FLAT

KIT 4042

PROTOTYPE HISTORY

These cars were used to carry pulpwood (small diameter logs of no other commercial value that are used to make paper). They were converted from old flatcars by the ACL, Seaboard, Southern and many other roads that had logging operations and paper mills in their territories. A sloped steel deck was used to tilt the logs into the center and the end bulkheads contained them. This car models an ACL series that was converted in the late 40’s and early 50’s. The early cars had the white visibility strips, the later ones did not. All had AB brakes. Many similar cars converted by other roads retained their K brakes as these cars were often in dedicated online service and as such did not have to meet inter-change requirements. Cars similar to these were used from the 1930’s up until the present time. They are usually operated in dedicated strings, but could show up anywhere forest was being cleared. They have been mostly replaced by woodchip cars as more and more operations convert the logs to chips at the source.

BASIC ASSEMBLY

Note one end of the deck is labeled “B”. This will be referred to during assembly.

1. File gate scar and parting lines from end of deck.
2. Cement endbeam B-1 to A end of deck.
3. Cement endbeam B-2 to B end of deck.
4. Cement coupler pockets C-1 to deck.
5. Cement body bolsters B-4 to deck. Note raised locators that fit into the notch in the bolster.
6. Cement spacers B-7 to fishbelly B-5.
7. Cement fishbelly B-6 to spacers.
8. Cement cross sill B-8 to frame.
10. Cement cross sill B-10 to frame.
12. Cement bracket C-2 to fishbelly.
13. Cement lever C-3 to slot as shown.
14. Cement lever C-4 to slot as shown.
15. Cement lever C-7 to slot as shown.
16. If using K-brake install C-5 & C-6 as shown. If using AB system install cylinder shown.

AB BRAKE LAYOUT

The reservoir is mounted using an extra crossbearer AB-21. The triple valve is mounted on AB-20. On some later cars the triple valve is mounted next to the reservoir.
BULKHEAD ASSEMBLY

1. REMOVE END BULKHEAD AND TRIM SUCKERS.
2. REMOVE 2 SHORTER SOLID ANGLE BRACES, LIGHTLY SCRAPE THE VERTICAL CORNERS WHERE THEY FIT INTO THE BULKHEAD. APPLY SOLVENT TO THE CENTER SLOTS AND PRESS BRACES IN PLACE WITH THE FLANGES POINTING OUT.
3. REPEAT STEP 2 FOR THE BRACES WITH OPENINGS WHICH GO INTO THE MIDDLE SLOTS.
4. GLUE THE END BRACES IN PLACE WITH THE FLANGES POINTING INWARD.
5. IF ANY OF THE CENTER BRACES EXTEND BELOW THE BULKHEAD FILE THEM FLUSH.
6. REPEAT FOR THE SECOND BULKHEAD ASSEMBLY. THIS TIME REMOVE THE TWO TRIANGULAR SUPPORTS FOR THE BRAKE PLATFORM.

MAIN ASSEMBLY

1. GLUE BULKHEADS IN PLACE. TEST FIT BEFORE APPLYING SOLVENT. THE ASSEMBLY WITH BRACKETS GOES ON THE "B" END.
2. GLUE SIDESILLS IN PLACE. THE INDENTS FOR THE GRABIRONS GO AT THE TOP OF THE SIDE.
3. PLACE UNDERFRAME ASSEMBLY IN PLACE WITH THE BRAKE CLEVIS POINTING TO THE "B" END. APPLY SOLVENT.
4. CLEAN GATE/FLASH FROM THE WEIGHT AND DROP IT INTO THE MIDDLE OF THE FISHBELLY.
5. INSTALL MAIN CROSS SILLS. B12 GOES TOWARD THE "B" END WITH THE FLANGE RIVETS POINTING TO THE CAR CENTER. B13 GOES ON THE "A" END AGAIN WITH THE FLANGE RIVETS POINTING TO CENTER.

FINAL ASSEMBLY

1. CEMENT 2 C9 PIECES IN PLACE AS SHOWN IN THE DRAWING.
2. FROM THE LARGER (.02) WIRE CUT AND BEND TWO TRAINLINE PIECES AS SHOWN IN 5A.
3. PASS THE SHORT SEGMENT THROUGH THE SLOT IN THE BODY BOLSTER ON THE "A" END AND INTO THE HOLE MOLED ON THE SMALL CROSS SILL. GLUE TO FLOOR WITH SUPERGLUE.
4. FEED THE LONG SEGMENT THRU THE "B" END BOLSTER AND THRU THE HOLES IN 4 CROSS SILLS AND INTO THE POCKET ON THE "A" END MAIN CROSS SILL. GLUE TO FLOOR WITH SUPERGLUE.
5. GLUE C15 OVER TRAINLINE AND INTO CENTER FISHBELLY AS SHOWN.
6. CUT BRAKE RODS FROM SMALL (.01) WIRE AND INSTALL AS SHOWN.
7. DRILL ALL GRABIRON HOLES WITH A #77 DRILL. GLUE GRABS IN PLACE WITH SUPERGLUE. WHEN DOING THE VERTICAL 24" GRABS ON THE ENDS CUT TO LENGTH BEFORE INSTALLING SO THEY DO EXTEND PAST THE PLASTIC INSIDE THE END.
8. GLUE FOUR CORNER STEPS C8 IN PLACE.
9. GLUE THE AJAX WHEEL AND THE CHAIN TO THE AJAX HOUSING. GLUE THE ASSEMBLY IN PLACE BETWEEN THE ANGLE BRACES. AS AN ALTERNATE YOU MAY CEMENT 2 STYRENE STRIPS (.01 x .03) BETWEEN THE BULKHEAD ANGLES AND MOUNT THE AJAX ASSEMBLY TO THEM. MOUNT A BRAKE PLATFORM TO THE BRACKETS.
10. GLUE THE LADDER RUNGS IN PLACE AS PER THE PICTURE ON BOTH ENDS (5 ON THE LEFT, 1 ON THE RIGHT OF EACH END). IT IS BEST TO PLACE THE RUNG WITH TWEETERS AND HOLD IT AGAINST THE OUTER EDGE WITH YOUR FINGER WHILE YOU APPLY SOLVENT TO THE INNER ANGLE. LET SET AND GLUE THE OUTSIDE.
11. SNAP COUPLER POCKET COVERS IN PLACE AND SPRAY PAINT. THESE CARS WERE BLACK. APPLY DECALS.
12. INSTALL COUPLERS AND TRUCKS.

IF YOU SHOULD DAMAGE OR LOSE A PART SEND $1.50 S&H AND IT WILL BE REPLACED. DEFECTIVE PARTS WILL BE REPLACED AT NO CHARGE.
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